Mystic Medusa
12 Card Tarot Reading
The King Of Wands

1st House
He is a take-charge, Fire Sign sort of a guy and he is either your prompt to be more
bossy OR signifies your growing powers (if you are a man) OR is a man in love with
you. Still. Soon. In spite of himself. It doesn’t matter. You may even never know it
(because of the ego) but a portion of his heart will remain forever devoted to you. If
the King Of Wands is a soon-manifesting love interest, a show of non-flashy quiet
strength will work the spell in your favor.

The Five Of Cups

2nd House

You can’t escape yourself? Actually you can. It just takes money. Focus back on
financial basics, not on a scheme or business that has not worked. A la the figure in
the card, you may be looking too hard at non-viable scenario, rather than maxing out
the very real benefits available to you. Snap back into the now and make money mojo
the first aspect of your psyche you score back. Now.

The Ace Of Swords

3rd House
It may not seem like it but you have the upper hand in any dialogue or negotiations.
You have more power than you think. The Ace of Swords is primordial power, not
flimsy fake pretend power. You are now able to scheme your way into a better style of
living, relationship or career via your originality and guts. Believe it. The Ace of
Swords is a weapon to cut through the crap.

Seven Of Wands

4th House
Maybe you’re defending your turf or a particular idea/way of life but it would not be
good to be too overt about it at this point. Reset your stance to seem more serene
and nonchalant for epic results. This is a card of Mars in Leo: vibe tranquil and like all
you care about is your grooming/next gourmet meal but then stun everyone with a
performance of fierce Awesome. Nobody has to see you rehearse or warm up, right?

The King Of Swords

5th House
A love interest and/or the father of your children, super witty and ideas oriented, very
quickly bored by talk of feelings or having to operate via the prism. He’s lurking
around though and highly interested in you. OR the King of Swords is about to
manifest. It will be sudden &amp; wow synergy between you. It could also be that this
is a creative collaboration, the ultimate Male Muse.

Three Of Swords

6th House
A work situation may be untenable and/or a health issue needs a radically fresh
approach. When the Three Of Swords shows up there is the potential for a defeat but
you take this card here as your cue for a genius plan of action. This is a card of
Saturn in Libra: any coherent scheme and attempt to rebalance will immediately begin
to alter the vibe. You are aware of the possibility of defeat and take rational steps to
minimize any blowback to you or yours. If you’re pondering a work linked affair, this
card says No Way.

The Ace Of Wands

7th House
Unfuq your brain when it comes to Love and one on one partnerships. That includes
business as well as sentiment, lust or long established relationships that may be
floundering on the shores of stagnancy. The Ace of Wands says Refresh Your
Attitude Now. Any action is better than stagnating. If the Qi feels stale, don’t do it.
Don’t just follow your bliss, hunt it down and own it. A significant attraction and/or biz
synergy is springing up.

The Five Of Swords

8th House
Guard your money, check all financial dealings and if you are in any sort of sexual or
financial competition, consider the possibility of espionage. In other words, develop a
more suspicious mind and consider withdrawing from a situation that has the potential
to turn toxic or into a major Qi Vampire scene. Don’t be played. You determine your
future. You set the standard for how you behave. Nobody lowers your vibe.

The Knight Of Pentacles

9th House
The Knight Of Pentacles in the Vision Sector says don’t give up on a single dream –
do a practical business plan to help you achieve them. No matter how high-faluting
the dream-scheme, drill back down to the cash-canny end of things to get rad results.
Yes – talk money. He could also be an actual Earth sign style male in love with you
from a long distance, whom you are about to meet on a trip or lurking in the realms of
publishing and academia.

The Two Of Cups

10th House
The Two Of Cups here could mean an epic Big Love via work, biz, career and if so, it
is one that you cannot hide. But think also of this card as your cue to debut a softer,
more conciliatory professional image. This is not the time to be overtly aggressive,
rather to work with others to achieve your goals. A commercial partnership or creative
collaboration could be amazing, as could hooking up with a lover for mutual
advancement and sharing of resources. Perhaps love or an attraction now drives you
to new heights of Awesome.

Knight Of Wands

11th House
Your friends are suddenly all hot to trot. Strutting? The word is hereby redefined. All
well and good but eventually perhaps a tad tiring. Remember: Hissy-fits and temper
tantrums: no. Boundaries, patience, quiet words: yes. An actual Knight Of Wands
figure could be about to blast into your life via what was a relatively static social scene
– he is an energizer, a reset romance… or attraction: someone whose pure life force
stirs up everyone else.

Justice

12th House
Justice here speaks of a balanced soul and the quiet satisfaction that you are doing
the correct thing. It may not be fashionable or involve you scoring the adulation of the
tribe but you weigh up a situation in true privacy and come to the right conclusion.
Nobody can advise you in this regard. You access your own internal scales or
standards and assess the scenario. You are, however, more likely than usual, to run
into legal hassles if you’re being flip. This is not one of the rule-bender cards.

